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Introduction

International best practice’s examples guide

How can we contribute to change the world?
Solidarity-Based Economy is not a new concept, it is commonly defined as: local organizations seeking to
increase the quality of life in a given region or community through non-profit endeavors.

Today, the term “Social Economy” is also known as the practice of “Social and Solidarity Economy” (SSE). It
involves a variety of actors such as cooperatives; non-profit organizations; foundations; as well as banks;
corporate societies or fair trades organizations. Its main goal is to suggest alternatives to the capitalist mindset
of our current economic system. The idea is to shift towards a “solidarity-based economy” which has the
potential to help and benefit communities, rather than a selected few.

In our societies, the current economic system often appears to be failing its social aspirations. The still-evolving
term social economy rides on promises of more sustainable and human-focused alternatives. These solutions
should be approached as a response to the various challenges raised by contemporary economic, social, human
and environmental issues.

By resting on the needs of local populations, this way of thinking proves flexibility, diversity and a capacity to
adapt its model across various cultures and social activities. Strong adaptability to the socio-political landscape
means that social businesses are ruled by different laws, according to the country’s legislation. All over the
world, solidarity economy has different realities.

However, the foundations of this concept follow the same ideals, they all seek to contribute to making the
world a better place. Structures and initiatives of the various projects affect their environment on a small scale.
Issues are identified locally, and although these issues are often part of much larger ones, they are tackled with
local means, by people leading change from below. Practical and sustainable solutions are implemented in
order to meet the greater challenges of society. The strength and value of these small actions is that they
require modest means: it is “only” about finding the right idea to deal with a problem observed. Hence, they
are considered easily replicable and prone to spread worldwide. Root problems are dealt with, and the logic of
“top-down” solutions dictated by national and global policies and overseen by governments or global
organizations is reversed. The power of these initiatives lies in the innovative, free, suitable and specific
solutions they seek to develop.

Through the program BIM, “ Border In the Mind project ”, Eurasia Net is committed to make a contribution to
this movement. In order to do so, Eurasia Net (France) is working in partnership with different non-profit
organization across Europe: Interacting (Spain); Youth Center of Epirus (Greece); Nerve (Ireland); Youth Power
(Cyprus); Chain (Netherlands); Euronet (Italy).
Each partner has identified five good practices of its own country in order to give an example to people
interested in making a new business founded in social economy.

Through this project we want to inspire people who are willing to get involved in this adventure by developing
their own projects !

This Good Practices Handbook will highlight projects and innovative inspiration from different people all around
Europe, as well as social business ideas in countries with BIM project participants. Accompanied by the different
structures involved, we aim at encouraging more people to develop their projects with the help of local
professionals and successful entrepreneurs.
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Good Practice collection from Eurasianet  - Country: France

1. La Ruche

FIELD THEME (eg: Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Coworking space, entrepreneurship development.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

- La Ruche is a coworking space open for entrepreneurs, freelance and also for those who want to find a
solution to social and environmental issues.

- Thanks to its atmosphere, la Ruche is a place where members can exchange and develop their own
projects.

Describes ACTIVITIES

- La Ruche is developing new ways to encourage meetings and the development of future innovative

projects. Exchange is the key word. The idea is to allow entrepreneurs to work in the best conditions, in a

nice, pleasant place, at the development of their project.

- They also organize intern and public events that allow everyone to exchange with one another; from

shared meals to conferences or informal meetings.

- Established in different cities in France, La Ruche aims to export their model of coworking space which is

a mix of «friendly open-space and a family home».

- They have also developed a project incubator called «The Social Factory». This year, The Social Factory

supported 25 entrepreneurs through an individual support, mentoring and group training.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT
La Ruche is very well established all over the country. They are now located in Paris, Montreuil, Bordeaux,

Marseille and has, since its creation, hosted and followed more than 400 projects.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES (including challenge of the business model)

The success of La Ruche, regardless all the innovative projects, is due to the environment itself allowing people

to exchange with one another and think and work in the best conditions.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)
Contact : La Ruche
Address :28 national boulevard, 13001 Marseille, France
Contact person: Alizé
Phone: + 33 (0) 4 13 20 61 00
Email : Marseille@la-RUCHE.NET
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Social media: https://www.facebook.com/LaRucheMarseille/ Twitter: https://twitter.com/ruchemarseille
Web site: www.LA-RUCHE.NET

2. The Lunch Canteen

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

The purpose of this special restaurant is to create a place where people can share ideas, know-how and good

times over a delicious meal. The idea is also to promote a better, more sustainable and healthy diet.

ACTIVITIES
The main activity is that of a restaurant and the meals are prepared with local and organic products.

They have set up cooking workshops where everyone can prepare the daily menu. From time to time, they

organize special workshops such as marmalade making, pastries baking ... In order to prevent pollution, they

also use the food car pooling system. They deliver seasonal and local products and reduce their environmental

impact by limiting travel. The other products they use come from fair trade. They also have a grocery store and

a delivery service.

SOCIAL VALUE IMPACT

- Make people aware of local and organic agriculture.

- Create an interest in cooking among volunteers and participants.

- Protect the environment and local resources;

Key Factors of Sucess and Challenges
There is a real and strong consumer demand to eat healthily and in a more responsible way, even when going to

a restaurant.

The opportunity to learn how to cook through workshops is also attractive. By partnering with local farmers, the

Lunch Canteen of the South creates a local economy.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact: The Lunch Canteen

Address:36 Rue Bernard, 13003 Marseille, France

Contact person:

Phone: + 33 (0) 4 91 05 97 03

Web site : http://www.cantinedumidi.wordpress.com/ Social media:
https://www.facebook.com/cantinedumidi/
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3. The ondines

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

This social enterprise is a restaurant association that promotes solidarity and exchange among people.
Its main goal is to promote healthy, vegetarian food and make this kind of food accessible to all. In addition,
they help women in need by offering them training to work in the restaurant's kitchen.

Describes ACTIVITIES

This social enterprise works as a restaurant. They create quality menus at low prices.
Everything is prepared on the spot from fresh products, local and from organic farming. Everything is
handmade. They collect unsold products from organic stores to cook with in order to reduce food waste. They
cook once a week for people in need and organize large "charity meals".

They also train young people in the kitchen so that they can start their own business or start working in the
restaurant. They promote vegetarian food and create "surprise" menus to awaken the tastes and tastes of
customers.

SOCIAL VALUE IMPACT
- Feed those in need once a week.

- Contribute to the reduction of food waste.

- Train women to cook.

- Promote local, organic and vegetarian food.

Key Factors of Sucess and Challenges

A real demand for better food at low prices, so everyone can discover a healthy way of eating.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : The Ondines
Address :6 Rue d’Italie, 13006 Marseille, France Contact person :
Phone: + 33 (0) 9 73 13 31 33
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Web site: http://www.lesondines.bio/
Social media: https://fr-fr.facebook.com/lesondinesmarseille/?fref=nf

4. The Recovery Center

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
Social and professional integration is one of the main objectives of the Red Cross insertion, in order to support
vulnerable people. They fight against precarious work. They also aspire to reduce waste by recovering and / or
repairing and selling items that might otherwise be thrown away.

Describes ACTIVITIES

Located in the northern district of Marseille, the project impulse roof (launched by the association La Croix
Rouge Insertion) fight for equality, and among other things, against housing problems since its creation in 1998.
Impulse Toit focuses on five activities in the social and profossional integration of people who have difficulties
entering the job market. There is also a goal to reduce the production of waste through recycling and resale.

SOCIAL VALUE IMPACT

Fifteen years after its creation. Impulse Toit has generated jobs for 66 people and created 2 services for
residents and companies (a call center and a recovery center).
It provided installation assistance for 237 families in 2015 and completed about 80 small construction projects.
In terms of waste reduction, 68 tons of waste were collected (540 collections) and 35 tons were sold in two
stores.

Key Factors of Sucess and Challenges
Using tools from a traditional company (training plan, methods with quantitative objectives, 3-year

development plan, a feasible management model ...) that helped to professionalize the structure while focusing

on local mission.

Challenges: face daily difficult situations, when they help families in difficulty to resettle. Work with a

complicated world of work to reintegrate persons in difficulty.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Impulse Toit, La Croix-Rouge
Address : 63 Boulevard Balthazar Blanc, 13015 Marseille, France
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Contact person :
Phone: + 33 (0) 4 91 05 99 88
Web site : https://www.croix-rouge.fr/La-Croix-Rouge/Croix-Rouge-insertion/Etablissements/Impulse- Toit
Social media: https://www.facebook.com/Criimpulsetoit/

5. Hello Marseille

Hello Marseille, collective intelligence dedicated to common good.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

Hello Marseille is a young non-profit project based on the collective intelligence and common good. More than

300 volunteers came to learn and contribute to the development of their activities since 2010

Their community gathers people who want to educate themselves professionally to the theories and practices

of sustainable development.

They are not an ordinary place it is necessary to be sincerely motivated to fully intergrate into the atmosphere

of their social environment. It is a place to live, learn and create together. It is a community of social

entrepreneurs that develops an ecosystem of sustainable local activities, providing a pedagogic framework for

learning by doing and awareness.

Describes ACTIVITIES

Hello Marseille has a hostel, local canteen, minicultural centre, project incubator, international cooperation
platform that combines a direct and indirect impact. The long term objective is to create a network of
eco-villages.
It tries to reduce its environmental impact and create social value, as well it monitors the environmental and
social impacts, as well as offer an accessible price to visitors.
Hello Marseille is also a social entrepreneurship platform. Young or future social entrepreneurs from around the
world can join a «learning by doing» activity before creating their project to change mentalities.
They want to demonstrate proficiency and the possibility for societal projects to out-perform the old-school
economic approach.
Live – Everyday activities like International Hostel, traveller’s café, local organic canteen, language courses Learn
– Training hub for changemakers (open university)
Create- Project factory, social laboratory, cooperation platforms
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SOCIAL VALUE IMPACT

Hello Marseille’s intent is to implement a very “down to earth” ethical project, where real life and theory,

brought together, can give their best synergy. Experimenting with community self-management, they are

building-up their common knowledge whilst using collective intelligence mechanisms that follow from the

original ethical goals of the project.

Key Factors of Sucess and Challenges

Since its launch in 2010, Hello Marseille has trained more than 350 benevoles and welcomed about 30 000

travelers.

They raise awareness among those travelers about sustainable development and social entrepreneurship.

In 2013, Hello Marseille was ranked «9th best hostel in the world» over 35,000 hostels.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Hello Marseille

Address: 12 Rue de Breteuil, 13001 Marseille Contact person : Cedric Mabilotte
Phone: +33 954807505
Email : cedric@mabilotte.comhellomarseille@gmail.com
Social media: https://www.facebook.com/HelloMarseille/ @HelloMarseille
Twitter:https://twitter.com/hellomarseille Web site : hellomarseille.com
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Good Practice collection from Chain (Netherlands)

1. Chain Foundation

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Cultural heritage/ education/ arts/ history.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

In Chain courses the central concept regarding content is cultural heritage as an integrating element. All

aspects of human existence - determinant factors for this existence as well as the outcomes of human

endeavour and creativity - can be connected to this central concept. Landscape (natural as well as human-

arranged), built environment, literature, religious ideas, music, mathematics and many more aspects fit into this

definition. Therefore cultural heritage is also a perfect vehicle to connect and integrate the various school

subjects.

Describes ACTIVITIES

The Chain (Cultural Heritage Activities and Institutes Network) project began, at the end of the first Socrates

period (1998), as a pilot network to connect educational activities in the field of cultural heritage. From the very

start, project development work was combined with organising in-service training courses, to 'keep the feet on

the ground'. In the two successive LLP-periods (2000-2014) the network has organised 1 about 120 (comenius

and grundtvig) courses on many different locations, from Cyprus to Iceland and from the Azores to Estonia.

These courses combined (1) cultural heritage content - in a very broad sense -, (2) integration of content and

(English) language training, (3) the use of advanced and interactive ict techniques and (4) various forms of

artistic production (drama/theatre, visual arts, poetry and literature). All course activities have been

documented in a general and public accessible database: the 'virtual book'. The courses were a stimulus to the

rise of a large number of 'school partnerships'.

Under Erasmus+ the project has continued its activities under the independent and 'not-for-profit' Chain

Foundation, which has 'anbi' (general benefit) status under Dutch law. Mission of this foundation is to organise,

promote and support activities around European heritage education

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT
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Cultural heritage can never be defined in isolation. If so, it becomes ideology. On the contrary, each culture is

the outcome of interaction, within Europe as well as between Europe and other continents. We always learn

from others, nearby or far away. This gives us an entry to redefine a joint European curriculum. The central

question schould not be 'Who are We?' (as nation, group, religion, region, continent). The starting point for

constructing such a curriculum should be: how and where did we, interactively, influence each other

(culturally)?

A key element in each Chain course is joint production. As the mikro-equivalent of mankind creating culture,

each course group is invited to express the course content in various forms of artistic expression: drama, visual

arts, music, poetry, film and photography etcetera. This is not something 'afterwards', but a basic incentive to

learn: never a topic will come as near to you as when you, e.g., have to perform this in a drama production for a

group.

New technology is a crucial and integrating part of the course programmes. From the very start of the project at

the end of the former (20th) century, interactive ict-tools have played a central role within Chain. Participants

contribute articles, photos and videos to the general database. This has led to a rich source of (teaching)

material, which is being expanded in each course. This new technology is embraced as a productive, creative

tool. Of course, various ICT-devices are being used to gather information, but more important is to use them for

(joint) production, related to the arts' element.

In advance, before taking part in a course, participants write contributions about an own theme. During and

after the actual course programme devices (tablets, phones, laptops) are being used to create course reports.

Video and photo editing training as well as website production instruction can be given, during or after a

course. Being equipped with own extensive server facilities and expertise, Chain is able to host any spin-off

activities by participants (individual or in groups).

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

Chain pays much attention to the literary heritage of the country where a course takes place. Literature has a

central position, from Homer to Kalevala and from Camoes to modern and activist poets as Nazim Hikmet

(Turkey), Michelangelo Balestreri (Sicily) and Esteban Tabares (Sevilla).

As a working language the choice was made, however, to use the lingua franca of present-day Europe. This

brings about a valuable tool for Content Language Integrated Learning (CLIL). In various forms participants learn

to express themselves confidently in English, in relation to the course content. They write various articles and

during the course much attention is being payed to interaction within multilingual groups, speaking English,

among else in joint theatre performances.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)
Contact : CHAIN Foundation

Address: Vincent van Goghstraat 102

1072 KW Amsterdam
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Netherlands

Phone: Fokko Dijkstra

Email : foundation@chain.eu

Social media: https://www.facebook.com/Chain-ed/

Web site : www.chain.eu

2. Repair Cafe

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Environment/ Recycling/ Social cohesion.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

A repair café is a meeting in which people repair household electrical and mechanical devices, computers,

bicycles, clothing, etc. They are organised by and for local residents. Repair cafés are held at a fixed location

where tools are available and where they can fix their broken goods with the help of volunteers. Its objectives

are to reduce waste, to maintain repair skills and to strengthen social cohesion.

Describes ACTIVITIES
The concept was devised by Martine Postma in 2009. On 18 October 2009, the first Repair Café was held at

Fijnhout Theater, Amsterdam-West. On 2 March 2010, the Repair Café Foundation was set up. The foundation

was formed to support local groups around the world in setting up their own Repair Cafés. Since then, the

number of Repair Cafés has grown quickly. In March 2016 Postma registered more than 1,000 Repair Cafés

worldwide, 327 in the Netherlands, 309 in Germany, 22 in the UK, 21 in the US, 15 in Canada, four Australia and

one in India. In January 2017 the number of Repair Cafés climbed over 1,200, in March 2018 the number

reached 1,500 in 33 countries.

In 2017, the first International Repair Day was announced. It is intended to be an annual event, taking place on

the third Saturday of October each year.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT
Repair Cafés are free meeting places and they’re all about repairing things (together). In the place where a

Repair Café is located, there are tools and materials to help people make any needful repairs. On clothes,

furniture, electrical appliances, bicycles, crockery, appliances, toys, et cetera. There are also experts-volunteers,

with repair skills in all kinds of fields. Visitors bring their broken items from home. Together with the specialists

they start making their repairs in the Repair Café. It’s an ongoing learning process. If people have nothing to

repair, they can enjoy a cup of tea or coffee. Or can lend a hand with someone else’s repair job. Customers can

also get inspired at the reading table – by leafing through books on repairs and DIY. There are over 1.500 Repair

Cafés worldwide.
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ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES (including challenge of the business model)

People throw away vast amounts of stuff. Even things with almost nothing wrong, and which could get a new
lease on life after a simple repair. The trouble is, lots of people have forgotten that they can repair things
themselves or they no longer know how. Knowing how to make repairs is a skill quickly lost. Society doesn’t
always show much appreciation for the people who still have this practical knowledge, and against their will
they are often left standing on the sidelines. Their experience is never used, or hardly ever.
The Repair Café changes all that! People who might otherwise be sidelined are getting involved again. Valuable

practical knowledge is getting passed on. Things are being used for longer and don’t have to be thrown away.

This reduces the volume of raw materials and energy needed to make new products. It cuts CO2 emissions, for

example, because manufacturing new products and recycling old ones causes CO2 to be released.

The Repair Café teaches people to see their possessions in a new light. And, once again, to appreciate their

value. The Repair Café helps change people’s mindset. This is essential to kindle people’s enthusiasm for a

sustainable society.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Repair Café International Foundation

Address: Molukkenstraat 200-E3 1098 TW Amsterdam

Phone: + 31 20 223 25 86

Social media: Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RepairCafeInternational/ Web site:

https://repaircafe.org/en/

3. Triodos Bank N.V

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

Ethical banking / environmental issues/ sustainable consumption.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

Triodos Bank N.V. is a bank based in the Netherlands with branches in Belgium, Germany, United
Kingdom and Spain. It claims to be a pioneer in ethical banking. Triodos Bank finances companies which it

thinks add cultural value and benefit both people and the environment. That includes companies in the fields of

solar energy, organic farming or culture. The name Triodos is derived from the Greek "τρὶ ὁδος - tri hodos,"

meaning "three roads" (people, planet, profit). Triodos Bank's balance sheet was worth EUR 5.3 billion by the

end of 2012. The bank was founded as an anthroposophical initiative and continues to honor the work of

Rudolf Steiner as the inspiration for its approach to banking.

Describes ACTIVITIES
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Savers can open conventional savings accounts, as well as ethical funds and venture capital. Triodos also has an

active international department, supporting microfinance initiatives across the developing world. Triodos is the

only commercial bank in the to provide an annual list of all the loans the bank has made.

In 1980 Triodos launched the first "green fund", a fund for environmentally friendly projects, on the Amsterdam

Stock Exchange. Friends of the Earth in the Netherlands claims that transferring 10,000 euros in savings from a

"climate laggard" such as ABN Amro to Triodos will effectively result in a carbon dioxide emissions saving

equivalent to what would be achieved by not driving a car for six months. The bank compensates 100% of its

own CO2 emissions. Triodos took over the British ethical bank Mercury Provident in 1994. As of 2019, Triodos

Bank has 715.000 customers worldwide.

The bank operations and customer relations are mainly based on the web but adapt to local customs. In Spain,

for example, physical offices are preferred by the clients and therefore several commercial offices have been

opened in the major towns.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
Triodos is unusual in that it only lends to businesses and charities judged to be of social or ecological benefit.

This "positive screening" extends its policies beyond those of ethical banks which solely avoid investing in

companies judged to be doing harm ("negative screening"). The bank uses money deposited by close to

100,000 savers and lends it to hundreds of organisations, such as fair-trade initiatives, organic farms, cultural

and arts initiatives, renewable energy projects, and social enterprises.

"[Triodos] does not lend to organisations, businesses and projects that are directly involved for more than 5% of

its activities in non-sustainable products and services or non-sustainable working processes. Triodos Bank will

however, to the best of its knowledge, exclude all organisations, businesses and activities that produce or

distribute nuclear energy, weapons, fur, pornography and environmentally hazardous substances"

https://www.triodos.co.uk/downloads/our-approach-to-lending.pdf

Triodos "publish details of every organisation [they] lend to and invest in". The bank displays its annual report

online for loans and funds entrusted, which highlights key Triodos Bank facts and figures.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Triodos Bank N.V. (Head Office)
Address: Nieuweroordweg 1 3704 EC Zeist, The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (0) 30 693 65 00
Website: https://www.triodos.com

4. Mamamini Secondhand Stores

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

Environmental issues/ sustainable consumption.
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
Mamamini Secondhand Stores in Groningen sell secondhand furniture, clothing, electronics, books, music
and more! Everything we sell is being donated by locals.

Describes ACTIVITIES
Each year many social organizations in Groningen ask the Mamamini Foundation for financial support. In 2019
this company was able to support 25 organizations with 50.000 euro! During the 30 years Mamamini exists a
staggering 834.000 euro was given to social organisations. People donate their stuff, bought at Mamamini
stores or helped out as a volunteer.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Mamamini Foundation
Address: Damsterdiep 307, Groningen The Netherlands
Phone: +31 50 313 2200
Website: https://www.mamaminisecondhand.com/

5. Fairphone

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)
Environmental issues/ / sustainable consumption/ fairer electronics industry.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
Fairphone builds a deeper understanding between people and their products, driving conversations about what

“fair” really means. By creating a more sustainable smartphone, they try to demonstrate the endless

possibilities for a fairer future – for everyone.

With every phone they make, the purpose is getting closer to a fairer and more sustainable electronics industry.

From responsible material sourcing to advocating for workers’ welfare, tey share all our results freely and set

new standards for the entire industry.

Fairphone believes that care for the environment and people should be a natural part of doing business

throughout our industry. With suppliers, local communities and the wider industry, Fairphone work for fairer

materials and more responsible practices – one step at a time. Fairphone disrupting a short-term way of

thinking that the world can no longer afford.

Describes ACTIVITIES
Fairphone launched in August 2019 the Fairphone 3, a newest response to the growing demand for a more

ethical, reliable and sustainable phone. A phone for all those who dare and care about what kind of a world

we’re creating with responsible purchase decisions.
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Fairphone is on a journey to change the electronics industry, and the key superpower is the community of

supporters and advocates, pioneers, change-makers and innovators that are shaping the future of the industry.

The community members took the initiative to create a special network of super-helpers who offer assistance

to Fairphoners in their local area. From organizing community meetups to moderating the forum and helping

people face to face, they are as dedicated in making a change.

Their hard work is helping to build local networks and to spread the word about the power of longevity, all

while assisting the Fairphone Support team with updates, repairs or simply showing people how to make the

most of their phones.

The community meet-ups are a place to have a first Fairphone experience – discover all the tips in using the

new Fairphone. The meetups are also a way to share the latest news, opinions on how change the electronics

industry for the better with other community members.

Fairphone created the first modular phone. If an accident happens, just replace the screen and not the whole

phone. Also software can be supported for over 5 years. This way, the core value of longevity is designed

directly into the smartphones. For every recycled phone, is offered a cash refund on Fairphone 3 orders, to

incentivize recycling and ensure valuable materials can be used in a continuous loop.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT
Has a great social impact, including :

- Fairphone puts people and the planet first: spare parts and offer repair tutorials to help make phones useful

for as long as possible. Take-back program supports the reuse and recycling of old phones.

- Cares about human rights and worker well-being: actively working with some important partners: Fairtrade,

Solidaridad, UNICEF, The Impact Facility, Philips and Hivos/ Stop Child Labour, to support miners in improving

mining practices in East Africa, specifically in Uganda. By working together, it’s possible to create long-term

improvements across the entire industry.

- Cares about the climate and our planet’s delicate ecosystem: moving one step closer to a circular economy by

encouraging the reuse and repair of the phones, researching electronics recycling options and reducing

electronic waste worldwide. For every recycled phone, we offer a cash refund on Fairphone 3 orders, to

incentivize recycling and ensure valuable materials can be used in a continuous loop.

- Designing longer-lasting products that are easier to repair: both in their original design and in making their

repair as easy as possible (world’s first modular phone built withr repairability in mind).

- The Fairphone 3 boasts easy repair for long-lasting use. From the battery to the audio jack, all 7 modules are

available.

- Reducing waste: working with partners to improve local collection efforts in countries struggling with

electronic waste.

Challenges:

- Changing the electronics industry from the inside
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- Consumer electronics are often viewed as semi-disposable objects, to be upgraded or discarded as soon as

something better comes along.

- Fighting against a market trend where the average phone is replaced every 24 months, creating a huge

environmental impact.

- As technology advances rapidly, consumers are losing the ability to repair, and truly understand how they can

keep their devices longer.

- While some of discarded phones are properly recycled, others are recycled under dangerous working

conditions or end up in landfills.

- Fairphone, we’re very aware that the company is a bit of a paradox: to expose the flaws of the industry we

are a part of. This means that while Fairphone always strive to be fairer, greener, better, there’s no escaping

the fact that the company is also a part of the problem.

Key factors of success:

- Products that are easier to repair
- Creating products that last
- Reducing e-waste
- Choosing fairer materials
- Adopting a fair trade, environmentally friendly approach, as well as giving back to the community attracts a

new market of consciousness consumers.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact: Fairphone
Address: Amsterdam, Netherlands Jollemanhof 171019 GW Amsterdam The Netherlands

KvK: 55901964

VAT: 851904270B01

Fairphone’s CEO: Eva Gouwens

Site: https://fairphone.com https://www.linkedin.com/company/fairphone/ https://twitter.com/Fairphone

https://www.facebook.com/Fairphone/
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Good Practice collection from EURO-NET (Italy)

1. Fondazione Turismo Accessibile

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Disabled Accessibility.
- Tourism.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

FONDAZIONE TURISMO ACCESSIBILE (Accessible Tourism Foundation) is a non-profit organisation created to
share strength, creativity and energies in order to improve the accessibility and eliminate architectural, cultural
and sensorial barriers. This initiative is essential to prevent discriminations and it makes touristic services
available to everyone, regardless people’s health, social and economic conditions.

Describes ACTIVITIES

- FONDAZIONE TURISMO ACCESSIBILE is strongly active in the promotion of the development of
accessible cultural tourism. It works to find the proper strategies to put into practise the touristic
accessibility.

- One main goal is the reduction of architectural barriers and development of an accessible system

of transports.

- The Foundation also created a communication network to provide information on accessible

accommodations and touristic spots. It is also committed to developing working activities related

to the accessibility, such as social assistance, healthcare, charity, education, training and sport.

- Another important activity is the promotion of places of historic and artistic interest, as well as

libraries and natural landscapes. For example, the Foundation collaborated in the project “Casina

Pompeiana”, created to open the historic archive of the Neapolitan Music.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

- Accessible tourism was quite unknown in Italy, but over the last few years it has become an

important topic. FONDAZIONE TURISMO ACCESSIBILE strives to raise awareness on the importance

of eliminating architectural, cultural and sensorial barriers.

- FONDAZIONE TURISMO ACCESSIBILE works with the private sector and the public governance to

implement new systems of integrated policy to establish the equal right to tourism.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
- The Foundation participated in successful projects such as “PAN” to make accessible to everyone

the terrace of the Palazzo delle Belle Arti (Palace of Fine Arts) of Naples. Another important

initiative was the “Progetto Rotary – Turismo Accessibile” on the creation of a guidebook to
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illustrate the level of accessibility of interesting touristic places in Naples. A coming project will

cover the accessibility to the seaside.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact: Stefano Cola (CEO)
Address: Via del Rione Sirignano 10-80121
Napoli Phone : +39 081 764 76 91
Email : info@fondazioneturismoaccessibilie.it
Social Media : https://www.facebook.com/fondazioneturismoaccessibile
Web site : https://www.fondazioneturismoaccessibilie.it/

2. T-Erre Turismo Responsabilie

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Responsible tourism.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
- T-ERRE is an organisation for social promotion, created to develop responsible tourism. It fosters a

new way of travelling, based on respect, politeness, ethics and justice. T-ERRE wants to have a

social role, encouraging economic development. It outlines the importance of gathering tourists

together with local communities. The union between travellers and local communities creates a

common benefit.

Describes ACTIVITIES

- T-ERRE arranges tours all over the world based on the values of responsible tourism. It seeks to

have an equal distribution of incomes between the tour operators and the hosting Nations. Every

trip has the goal to leave most of the economic income to the visited areas, in order to increase the

development of local populations.

- Most of the hotels included in the tours are family-run. Some trips contribute directly to the

funding of development projects for people in need.

- A good example of responsible tourism: next trip will take place in Senegal to carry out the

“Senegal Project” by the Associazione Don Bosco 2000. The project aims at creating a solid and

enduring model of social enterprise. Young people from Senegal are be provided with a concrete

job opportunity, to prevent them from undertaking the dangerous trip towards more developed

countries. After a period of training, 33 young people from Senegal have been enabled to set new

start-ups in three different economic sectors: agriculture, craftsmanship and tourism. T-ERRE’s trip

to Senegal is one of the outcomes of the project.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT
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- T-ERRE promotes a new kind of tourism. Responsible tourism provides benefits for both tourists

and local people.

- Some trips directly finance projects that contributes to the economic development of poor areas.

- All trips raise tourists’ awareness on social issues.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
- T-ERRE created a network, a good collaboration and a synergy between different stakeholders from

the private sector. One challenge is the extension of this network, another one is the promotion of

this new kind of tourism to change people’s attitude and manners towards stranger places and

populations.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Giorgio Gatta
Address: via Bendandi 25, 48018 Faenza RA Phone: Tel. 0546-561451 - Mobile 393-2237343
Email : info@t-erre.org
Social media:
Web site : https://www.t-erre.org/documenti.php/it
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/terreturismoresponsabile
inkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/t-erre

3. La Casa di Toti

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Handicap
- Responsible tourism
- Social inclusion

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
- LA CASA DI TOTI is a non-profit organisation. It purposes to build the “Casa di Toti Comunità per

ragazzi neurodiversi albergo solidale” in Modica (Sicily). This building will be an ethic hotel,

managed by experts and young people like Toti, a 19 years old boy affected by a psychic disease,

who needs to be protect in every moment of his life. The dream of Toti’s family is to create a safe

future for him and his friends. The project aims at turning an old building, owned by Toti’s family,

into a community-hotel, where young people affected by serious handicap can find an

accommodation and be involved in the management of the hotel.
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Describes ACTIVITIES

- The old building owned by Toti’s family was created in the XVIII century. It had been a holiday home

until 2016, when the project LA CASA DI TOTI started to turn this palace into an ethic hotel. The

hotel will offer a good service to tourists who want to enjoy the countryside around the beautiful

city of Modica. The building will be something in between a hotel and a home, it will represent a

new kind of hospitality, where tourists can live together with local people and enjoy Sicilian

traditions.

- Seven young people with disabilities will live in co-housing, assisted by tutors. They will work for

the hotel located in the ancient building. This will guarantee a safe future for them.

- During the construction phase, from October 2015 to June 2018, creative and fun activities for

young people with disabilities have been arranged as well.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

- This project will be a good example of social progress. Our society can understand that people with

disabilities can be involved in working activities. This will also support the families of young people

affected by handicap, since a safe home and a good job will guarantee a better future for these

neuro-diverse boys and girls. It’s a great way to assure that they won’t be abandoned when parents

will not be able to take care of them anymore.

- LA CASA DI TOTI will provide these young people with autonomy and working skills. The CASA DI

TOTI will be the first ethic hotel in Sicily, it will represent a “state of the art” project addressed to

social inclusion.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

- Many enterprises joined the project, establishing stages to give working skills to young people with

disabilities.

- 20 Sicilian firms have economically supported LA CASA DI TOTI so far.

- National media have been involved in the promotion of the project, also a famous Italian singer,

Jovanotti, helped to collect funds.

- The fundraising activity is a key one to carry out the project, it is managed by the social enterprise

called “I bambini delle fate”, which helps good projects on social inclusion.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Muni Sigona
Email : info@lacasaditoti.org msigona@videobank.it
Social media:
Web site : www.lacasaditoti.it
www.lacasaditoti.org

4. Trame d’Italia
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FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Cultural heritage.
- Sustainable tourism.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
- TRAME D’ITALIA is a social enterprise which aims at creating a replicable system that discloses the

unknown Italian cultural heritage.

Describes ACTIVITIES

- TRAME D’ITALIA is a social enterprise which aims at creating a replicable system that discloses the

unknown Italian cultural heritage. The enterprise fosters the development of authentic landscapes

situated in the less popular places of Italy, enhancing employment and sustainable development.

- Through the creation and sale of cultural tours, TRAME D’ITALIA purposes to attract travellers from

all over the world. Experiential routes enable visitors to discover the history and tradition of several

unknown and less developed areas. The activity is based on an online platform which is a system

where cultural tours are gathered. TRAME D’ITALIA uses an interdisciplinary approach that

discloses the essence of different areas, connecting local history, art, culture, productive activities,

craftsmanship, food and wine.

- The platform covers the area of Lunigiana, Monferrato, Brianza, Matera, Valle Camonica and others

will be added soon.

- TRAME D’ITALIA is a central framework that provides the online platform, the brand, the

procedural guideline, the delivery agreements and promotion investments to local tour operators.

Local tour operators have to arrange the tour, develop contents, involve local stakeholders and

work as “destination managers”.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

- TRAME D’ITALIA gives the opportunity to get a job to young people from the South of Italy (where

the unemployment rate is almost 50%). The enterprise is based on sharing economy and it

represents a dynamic economic model that merges profit and non-profit business.

- The cultural impact is the promotion of interesting and unknown areas, contributing to their

development. Moreover, visitors can discover real values and traditions, since people living in the

areas set up the tours.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

- TRAME D’ITALIA has developed the project that won the “ARS. Arte che realizza occupazione

sociale (art that creates social employment)”, carried out by the Fondazione Italiana Accenture.

After a test period in the Lunigiana area, the initiative gained great success and started to be

developed all over Italy.

- One of the main purpose is to get 50 local itineraries. Each tour should involve tour operators, local

stakeholders and experts who can establish legal agreements and an efficient investment policy on
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marketing and communication. 300,000 travellers should join the itineraries in the first 5 years, one

million in 9 years.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Daniele Rossi (CEO)
Phone: +39 02 89 092 665
Email : info@trameditalia.it
Social media:
Twitter: https://twitter.com/TramedItalia
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/trameditalia/
Web site : https://trameditalia.it/

5. MapAbility

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Urban Accessibility.
- Handicap.
- Sustainable tourism.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

- MapAbility is a non-profit organisation collecting geo-information for urban accessibility.

- Data concern accessible services, streets, sidewalks, parking and points of interest such as

restaurants, museums, etc. It also provides information on architectural barriers.

- The outcome of the organisation is an online map that allows users with special needs to visit a city

in a safe way.

Describes ACTIVITIES
- MapAbility has developed an online platform, classifying urban streets and giving any sort of

information concerning the accessibility. This allows people such as disabled, parents with kids and

elderly persons, to know the best itinerary for their needs. Customers can use a GPS map and see

in real time the route to follow. The map shows also useful facilities, for example car parks, shops

and other services.
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- MapAbility works thanks to a network of volunteers, who help every day with the updating of the

maps. Volunteers can send photos, reviews, comments…
- The platform covers some Italian cities and interesting touristic spots, such as Torino, Verona,

Treviso, Mantova, Cremona, Campobasso and San Martino Siccomario.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

- MapAbility is a new initiative that involves volunteers, associations, municipalities, organisations

and research institutes. It is a modern and technological way to give a help in real time to people in

need who want to discover new cities.

- The organisation is committed to the education of new generations as well. The aim of this

initiative is raising awareness among young students on the importance of accessibility. It consists

in a lecture that covers interesting topics as diversity, respect and urban development. One of the

main goal is to introduce young people to the concept of smart cities.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES (including challenge of the business model) (Max 500 caracters)
- MapAbility won the second prize at the Global Social Venture Competition, at the University of

Berkeley, California. In 2013 the start-up classified second at the Accenture Foundation

competition for projects on sustainable tourism.

- Due to its great success, the project will probably cover cities in other countries.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Riccardo Dondi (marketing manager)
Adress : via Frank, 32 27 100 Pavia PV
Phone : 0382-1851895
Email : info@mapability.org
Website : https://www.mapability.org/

Good Practice collection from InterActing S.L (Spain)

1. Proyecto Reconoce

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Tourism
- Youth employment

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
- “Reconoce” is a project led by the Confederation of Don Bosco Youth Centres in collaboration with

the Didania Federation and ASDE Scouts of Spain, which have come together to enhance the

experience of volunteering working in the field of educational free time. Their aim is to raise

awareness among the business community and society about the skills acquired by volunteering,

whilst improving the employability of young people.

Describes ACTIVITIES
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The main objective of “Reconoce” is to articulate a national network of organizations that promote the

recognition of the competences and skills, obtained through voluntary action that improve the employability of

young people. Because the promotion of this recognition is so necessary for youth volunteering, it is planned to

carry out several lines of action:

- Development of a Study on the situation of youth volunteering and employment in Spain. This study will

reveal the current profile of youth volunteering (socio-demographic characteristics, typology and nature of

youth volunteer action), identify the main skills acquired through voluntary action, and also identify the

employment status of young people. - Develop an online system of non-formal accreditation of voluntary

action. The project also provides for the development of an Awareness Campaign in the business sector in

order to inform employers of the skills and abilities acquired through voluntary action.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

- “Reconoce” allows young people to develop their abilities and helps them to be more visible in the

job market.

- This project shows how young people can get new and sharp skill through voluntary work, which is

good both for the volunteers and for the collective who needs help from them.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
- “Reconoce” has created a network called Red Reconoce, which is a way to engage more people and

to get to know the project to people who may be interested in participating or collaborating with

them.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Riccardo Dondi (marketing manager)

Adress : via Frank, 32 27 100 Pavia PV

Phone : 0382-1851895

Email : info@mapability.org

Website : https://www.mapability.org/

2. Escena Luna-Tramoya

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Social inclusion

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
- Escena Luna-Tramoya was born as a project for the integration of people with disabilities through

the Performing and Audiovisual Arts - theatre, dance, cinema, video - with the aim of developing

their expression, creation and communication skills and facilitate their access to the culture.

Describes ACTIVITIES
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- Escena Luna – Tramoya includes two Performing Arts companies, Danza Luna and La Tramoya, in which all its

members are people with disabilities who act and function on stage with full autonomy. All its members,

together with their director, participate in the creative process that is part of the learning and, at the same

time, is enriched with diverse proposals:

- Danza Luna. Integrated only by people with disabilities, it has established itself as a company since 2000. Since

then it has been presenting its shows, contemporary dance productions, in different national and international

stages.

- Teatro La Tramoya. It began its journey in 1996 and, like Danza-Luna, it is only made up of people with

disabilities. It is consolidated as a company in 2000 since then touring scenarios throughout the country with

adaptations of classic authors.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

- Escena Luna – Tramoya creates a new way to express Performing Arts thanks to people with

different abilities. It helps the society to get closer to disabled people through art.

- Also, it allows people with disabilities to develop as creators and artists, which improves their

confidence in themselves and makes them discover other ways to communicate away from just

talking.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
- Both Danza Luna and Teatro La Tramoya are professional companies made up of disabled people.

Teatro La Tramoya performs in a professional theatre in Madrid (Sala Plot Point). They have

appeared in much media and they are getting more and more known by the artistic and

therapeutic community.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Almudena Santos Heredero Address: ercilla 29, 28005, Madrid
Phone: +34646295730
Email : almudena.santos.heredero@gmail.com
Social media:
Website: http://danzalunaytramoya.es/

3. Teatro Tour Madrid

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Responsible tourism

- Cultural information

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
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- TeatroTour Madrid shows the history of the city through a guided tour that intersperses short

theatre plays, so that people fully immerse themselves in the interesting history of this city.

Describes ACTIVITIES

- The tour of the main historical places of Madrid takes place every Saturday at 12:00. It begins on

the stairs of the cathedral and lasts approximately two and a half hours.

- The tour is made by several actors who make the experience of the participants interactive and

entertaining. The actors embody well-known Spanish historical figures, through which the history

of the city is known.

- Tours can be made for closed groups.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

- Tours of this type allow a thorough understanding of the history of a city in a new and innovative

way, moving away from traditional tourist tours.

- In today's society, we are used to receiving large amounts of information every day, which is

sometimes overwhelming. Therefore, theatre is a very good tool to capture people's attention and

help them understand a culture or society in a closer way.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

- The opinion of TripAdvisor users about this service is excellent.

- Tourism companies are looking for a new way to get their products to the population. This project

is both close to society and innovative.

- More and more people are interested in receiving quality and entertaining tourist information that

allows them to know the culture they are visiting, moving away from the classic role of tourist

guide.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Teatrotour Madrid
Email : info@teatrotourmadrid.com
Phone number: +34 679954756 Social media:
Web site: https://teatrotourmadrid.com

4. Yes Europa NGO – Formally known as Building Bridges Association

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Courses across Europe that specialise in non-formal education
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- Gateway for European opportunities abroad, offering various courses such as:

- Citizenship and democratic participation

- Education and formation

- Environment

- Social challenges

- Employment and Entrepreneurship

- Health and Wellness

- Creativity and Culture

- Sports and Psychical Education

- Refugees and Immigrants

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
- Providing a gateway for European opportunities abroad

- The courses on offer are designed to provide training on how to build social enterprises aimed at Spanish

citizens or legal residents.

- Provides the tools, information, resources, legal framework, procedures and permissions on how to

implement social enterprises effectively.

- Yes Europa acts as a vehicle towards social entrepreneurship. Through the courses on offer, it offers strategies

in order to achieve this (suitable to each age group), whilst also focusing on non-formal educational methods of

learning.

Describes ACTIVITIES
Yes Europa manages hundreds of volunteering places across Europe, in several fields, including cultural, welfare,

educational, inclusion, equality and educational opportunities, which come together under the roof of

‘European Voluntary Service’.

The programme is part of the European Solidarity Corps programme, and continues to work with Erasmus+,

which finances the stays of Spanish volunteers in other European countries, promoting European solidarity and

striving towards equal opportunities.

The European volunteering opportunities are aimed at 18-30-year olds, Spanish citizens or legal residents in

Spain. Professional experience, qualifications and knowledge of languages are not required, to promote

inclusivity and equal opportunities.

Yes Europa also provides Erasmus scholarships, for short-term stays in Europe, as well as an Erasmus internship

programme.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

- Biggest Impact – It sends around 500 people a year to different schemes all across Europe.

- Provides training on how to build social enterprises.

- Provides a gateway for European opportunities abroad.

- The Erasmus funding means that schemes value equal opportunities; the voluntary placements do not require

academic requirements
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- The Non-Formal education approach creates opportunities that exist outside of the formal schooling system,

and therefore provide participants with a toolkit of skills that can be applied to real-life scenarios, i.e.

negotiation skills, implementing technology usefully, public speaking.

- The courses encourage further participation in international projects and improve employability on return to

Spain.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
-The volunteering opportunities across Europe are entirely funded by Erasmus+, (including flights, food and

accommodation), so the scheme is accessible and encourages social inclusion- being open to a wide range of

socio- economic backgrounds, as well as age groups (offered to 18-30).

-The volunteering courses improve participants employability, because they encourage intercultural awareness

and communication skills, through international awareness.

-Challenges- Spreading awareness of the NGO and the courses that are on offer-It is very useful for young

people to know that no previous experience is required in order to join the voluntary programmes.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact: Enrique Gallardo, Jose Imbert, Calle Buen Gobernador, 5 bajo, 28027 Madrid

Email: contact via the website

Social media: Twitter: @yeseuropa

Facebook: https://es-es.facebook.com/pages/category/Education-Website/Yes-Europa-154519261266962/

Web site : https://www.yeseuropa.org/

5. Young Cultural Managers Scholarships for Organising Festivals in

Poland and Spain.

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Employment and Entrepreneurship

- Creativity and Culture

- Transnational Cooperation

- Cultural heritage and intercultural dialouge

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
-The overall objective is to establish a formalized transnational cooperation between European people, aged

18-26, and organizations involved in the cultural sector.

-New participatory approaches to cultural heritage that foster intercultural dialogue from transnational

partners.
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-Contribution towards innovation and employability in the field of culture, whilst promoting the efforts of

different sectors.

-Providing access to environments where young people can develop creativity and interests, whilst improving

intercultural dialogue and promotion of mutual understanding.

-Teaching young activists to expand their managerial and organisational skills in the cultural sector.

Describes ACTIVITIES
The project lasts 18 months, and is aimed at 18-26-year olds, and includes organizations involved in the cultural

sector. The participants will create a large cultural event during the course, and these skills will then be applied

to create a youth cultural festival in each of their host countries.

The scheme is split into 2 components:

1. Transnational Culture- Design and implementation of a coherent artistic co-production that

will be presented at festivals (an interdisciplinary artistic performance)

2. Organization and Logistics- In organising the festival, volunteers will develop transnational

cooperation between youth organisations from different countries.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT
- The project can test new and innovative models of organization, management and marketing for cultural

events – particularly regarding digital change. These new skills, at the forefront of innovation can be taken on by

participants, which can enrich their professional life and open up new opportunities for them in the labour

market.

- The project provides a platform for equal opportunities by promoting non-formal education, and by using the

Erasmus funding to expense the project.

- The project aims to improve the volunteer’s employability, enhancing a range of skills by offering 2 routeways

for volunteers to specialise in, either through the cultural and creative element or the organizational and

logistical element.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
-Improvement of intercultural dialogue and promotion of mutual understanding, as well as EU values and

respect for other cultures.

-The skills that volunteers on the course can learn are in-tune with digital change, and so therefore volunteers

can learn skills at the forefront of innovation – increasing their employability.

-A challenge is to ensure that the scheme provides inclusivity for both its participants and practices -is it

inclusive of: LGBT, gender, race etc.?

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact: Enrique Gallardo, Jose Imbert
Address: Calle Buen Gobernador, 5 bajo, 28027 Madrid
Phone: +34 673 40 21 39
Email: Contact via the website
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Web site:
https://www.yeseuropa.org/plazas/becas-erasmus/becas-jovenes-gestores-culturales-para-organizacion-de-fest
ivales-en-polonia-y-espana/

Good Practice collection from Youth Power (Cyprus)

1. Agia Skepi

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Rehabilitation from Substance Abuse / Organic Food Production, Packaging and Distribution

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
Agia Skepi Therapeutic Community is a non-profit rehabilitation centre for persons struggling with long-term

substance abuse. It’s programme aim to It helps users address their dependence and provide them with the

necessary skill-set for social reintegration. In addition to the psychotherapy administered by psychologists and

social workers, work is an integral part of rehabilitation therapy and the members of the community are

involved in work therapy in order to develop skills and social responsibility.

In the context of work therapy, the community has developed a social entrepreneurship action in the field of

organic food products.

Describes ACTIVITIES

Agia Skepi’s therapeutic Community, is a residential centre, where members participate in group therapy, in an
ideal environment away from distractions. Once the members complete the residential part of the program,
they move to the reintegration hostel. While continuing group therapy, they are urged to develop the necessary
autonomy to re-enter society as active members.
In the context of work therapy, the community has developed a social entrepreneurship action in the field of
organic food products. Bio farming and rehabilitation share core values, such as sustainable and chemically free
development, reward through labour and perseverance, and respect for nature.

This action has resulted in the creation of a number of jobs for programme graduates. It provides members with
a sense of accomplishment and is a source of inspiration for potential members.

More than 75% of those who complete the program manage to rebuild their life away from substances. The
relatively isolated location of the community, away from conventional farms and potential sources of
contamination, is suitable for the cultivation of organic products. Organic farming and rehabilitation share core
values, such as sustainable and chemically-free development, reward through labour and perseverance, and
respect for nature.

The venture started in 2011 with the operation of a small organic bakery. This was followed by an organic egg
farm with pasture-raised chicken and the development of an infrastructure for farming organic fruits and
vegetables. The organisation also started importing, packaging and distributing organic food products, such as
cereals, dried fruit, pasta, nuts, seeds, and superfoods.

The therapeutic activity quickly evolved into an action in social entrepreneurship, whose profits (100%) return
to the program, enhancing it financially. The community is currently supplying the market a comprehensive
range of organic products, under the brand name 'agia Skepi bio', and is a member of IFOAM, the largest
organic farming organisation in Europe. It also employs today 20 program graduates in positions of
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responsibility.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

Social Impact:

 Members are returned to society rehabilitated from substance abuse and armed with a varied

skill-set that will help them find work.

 The organisation provides work to 20 program graduates (former addicts)

 Through its action in organic farming the Community promotes the values of the organic movement

and its impact on the well-being of people and the environment

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES (including challenge of the business model)
Challenges: As the program lasts approximately 1 year and a number of members also abandon the program,
there is a constant need to train new individuals. As the members cycle between various activities/posts in the
community, it is not possible to have a specialised workforce.

Key factors of success: Various benefactors who have helped raise much need funds, especially in the early
years.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Agia Skepi
Address: Box 1
Philani, Nicosia, Cyprus Contact person : Alex Macris
Phone: +357 22 347720
Email : info@agiaskepi.org
Social media: Facebook: Αγία Σκέπη Βιο - Therapeutic Community Agia Skepi Twitter: -
Web site : https://www.agiaskepi.org/

2. Cans for Kids

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Environmental Issues/ health/youth/ volunteerism

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

Run in the form of a charity, Cans for Kids aims are two fold.
One is to raise funds to buy equipment and therefore increase the standard of care for sick children at the
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Children’s ward of the state hospital. This is achieved through an environmentally friendly approach, which
includes the raising of awareness of the benefits of recycling, as well as the implementation of the collecting
and recycling of metal cans.

Describes ACTIVITIES

Cans for Kids was formed in 1990 to organise the collection and recycling of aluminium cans in Cyprus. To
encourage
people to save their cans, it was decided to use the proceeds to purchase medical equipment for the children’s
wards at Cypriot hospitals.
Cans for Kids have collection point located all over the southern part of Cyprus, including rural areas. A map on
the organisations website is updated with all locations. The cans are then collected from all collection points
and taken to the sorting centre in Nicosia. Every Saturday morning, a group of volunteers then sort through the
cans. The cans are then bailed into blocks and sent to a local scrap merchant for selling
The funds received from selling the cans are used for the purchase of medical equipment for the children’s ward
at the hospital.
Cans or Kids talks directly with the doctors at the hospital to establish what equipment is needed and does an
analysis in regards to what it is needed for and how many children will benefit from it.
Cans for Kids then purchases the equipment and it provides it the hospital.

Cans For Kids also spends a lot of time on awareness, visiting schools to give talks about recycling, and hosting
visits to the Cans For Kids recycling centre where the realities of recycling are demonstrated.
Cans for Kids encourage young volunteers to join our Saturday sorting sessions, and many have done so as part
of school volunteering and community projects. These young citizens of the future gain a valuable insight into
sustainable living and are undoubtedly committed to recycling for life.
Cans for Kids efforts are achieved through the efforts of its volunteers – a multinational groups, both from
Cyprus and abroad. Moreover, in recent years refugees and asylum seekers in Cyprus have become volunteers
at Cans for Kids. This has provided them with a positive experience in terms of engagement. and socialisation.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

Since its inception, more than 25 million cans have been collected, and over €260,000 euros worth of
equipment have been donated to the Makarios Hospital in Nicosia, which is the central paediatric hospital in
Cyprus, treating seriously ill children from all over the island.
As well as upgrading the equipment – and therefore the standard of care – in Cypriot children’s wards, Cans For
Kids raises awareness of the benefits of recycling by visiting schools to give talks and show the Cans For Kids
video explaining why we should recycle aluminium.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

Key factors of success:
1) Finding ways of motivating people to recycling. This was achived through connecting with the local

community and identifying with the things that matter to Cypriots – children and the sick.

2) Media coverage - this helps remind people of why recycling matters and the long-term goals.

Challenges:
 Changes in local areas and schools mean that sometimes new residents and heads of schools are

not be so positive to having recycling point in their proximity and changes to location of collection

points are forced to be made.
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 It is difficult to maintain the location points on the website due to changes

 People put all sorts of things in the recycling banks, including rubbish and it takes time to sort

through

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Cans for Kids
Address: Nicosia, Cyprus
Contact person : Rosie Charalambous (President for Cans for Kids) Phone: +357-22781828/ +357-99666011
Email : cansforkidscyprus@gmail.com Social media: Facebook: Cans For Kids
Web site : www.cansforkids.org

3. Colive Oil

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Environmental issues/ food production/ sustainable consumption/ bio dynamic

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

Colive Oil was born out of the idea that even through physical borders we can find common ground. Colive olive
oil is
the first to be crafted from olives picked north and south of the divide and pressed together into the rarest olive
oil in the world and in doing so helping small family farms across separated communities of Cyprus.
Although operating as a business, Colive operates on a single principle and that is to conduct its operations in a
way that is economically beneficial to all involved and balance out the distribution of profit throughout the
entire process of producing olive oil.
Adopting a local and community ethos, Colive’s objective is one of respect and cooperation.

Describes ACTIVITIES

Established in 2017, to produce premium extra virgin olive oil from cold pressed fruits growing in the northern
and
southern located olive growths. The company is headed by a Turkish Cypriot CEO and Greek Cypriot CFO.
Using hand-picked olives, the brand is controlled from tree to table to ensure no toxic chemicals or bruised
olives are used in the production process. The farms involved are located in both the northern and southern
part of Cyprus and over 40 farmers both north and south of the border have been chosen to participate in the
bicommunal venture.

There is a a conscious effort to ensure that half of the olives used in production come from the north, and half
from the south.
Colive do not seek to buy farmland for olive production but instead revitalise abandoned farmland and plant
new tress on desolate land for future growth. They seek to partner with farmers and work collaboratively with
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them, ensuring their share of profits is distributed fairy. They do not seek to buy assets, but instead aim to build
mutually rewarding partnerships in which they care for the olive growths and in return take a share of the olives
and thus the oil.
The olives picked are cold-pressing, which ensures the olives are never exposed to more than 25 degrees of
heat, thus keeping the vitamins, antioxidants and polyphenols intact and retaining the taste profile.
Stored in nitrogen to retain the quality of taste, Colive Oil is bottled, sealed and distributed within the week. As
a largely e-commerce venture, the oil can be sent anywhere in the world within days – bringing an almost
immediate taste of Cyprus to those who long for home. Subscription packages (one bottle a month for a year),
retail bottles and the signature edition.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

Colive Oil has a great social impact, including:

 It’s operation have specifically targeted the regeneration of abandoned farmland across Cyprus.

 To facilitate and showcase inter-communal afforest in business

 10 % of the companies profits are put into the Colive Foundation which seeks to create positive

social change. Consumers purchasing olive oil from the Home café in the UN Buffer Zone will also

see 25% of the profit of their being given to the Home for Cooperation

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

Challenges:

 Establishing and growing something that is new and different

 The current divide in Cyprus – brings limitations, problems and bureaucracy in regards to trade

relations, banking procedures and recognition, as well as the duality of the company’s corporate

structure

 English being the common language of the company due to its bi-communal nature is problematic

in regards to communication with farmers in the northern part of the Island, where English is not

commonly used in rural areas.

Key factors of success:
● Having a unique product

● Adopting a fair trade, environmentally friendly approach, as well as giving back to the

community attracts a new market of consciousness consumers

● Colive Oil operate an online selling system which means its consumers can be based all over the

world

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Colive Oil Address: Nicosis, Cyprus
Contact person : Hasan Siber Phone: -
Email : contact@coliveoil.com
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Social media: https://www.facebook.com/ColiveOil/ Twitter: https://twitter.com/COlive_oil?lang=en Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/colive.oil/
Web site: www.coliveoil.com

4. Cypruslnno – a platform for connecting entrepreneurs in

post-conflict regions

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Peacebuilding and Entrepreneurship

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

CyprusInno uses entrepreneurship and innovation as peacebuilding mechanisms to bring together divided

communities in post-conflict regions with the help of technology. They aim to challenge division in Cyprus by

creating a digital platform where all Cypriots can work together towards a peaceful and prosperous future while

building a collaborative entrepreneurial environment. Cyprusinno have translated online initiatives into the

physical, hosting events bringing together Cypriots island-wide to create lasting business relationships. Their

initiatives promote job creation, reduces inequality between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots, and have

created strong partnerships with other NGOs.

Describes ACTIVITIES

CyprusInno is a social venture led by a team of young Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriots who have overcome

social and geographical division to create the first cross-border digital platform connecting entrepreneurs on

the divided island of Cyprus. As citizens of a divided nation, they are motivated to unite communities and lead

by example as a mixed Cypriot team, forging the path to a peaceful and prosperous nation.

They challenge the status quo by operating an island-wide entrepreneurial ecosystem and increasing business

collaborations between young Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriots. Their digital platform, CyprusInno.com, hosts

an online community of 2,000 plus innovators and 20,000 plus followers from the northern and southern part

of Cyprus, and features over mapped startups as well as Cyprus’ first e-learning lab for entrepreneurial
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skill-building with over 30 hours of coursework and over 200 enrolled students. Offline, CyprusInno organizes

networking events, trainings, and mentorship with hundreds of attendees in the UN Buffer Zone of Cyprus. They

have also made EU/UN policy contributions on youth, peace, security, and digitalisation. Cyprusinno measure

their impact through cross-border business collaborations and social metrics such as first-time interactions

between the 300 plus young Greek and Turkish Cypriots. Their efforts have created over 260,000 Euros of value

through inter-communal entrepreneurial collaborations. Cyprusinno will soon open the first Buffer Zone

innovation center to help launch and accelerate inter-communal startups of young entrepreneurs. They strongly

believe that Cyprus can serve as a model for peace and prosperity in a highly volatile region. In the long term

their vision is to replicate the Cypriot model to other post-conflict regions worldwide.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

1. Digital/Live Engagement – This includes number of users, subscribers, online learners, event attendees, and

more. Online community of 2,000 plus innovators and 20,000 plus followers.

2. Economic Success – There is an economic benefit to success measured by the number of business

collaborations CyprusInno is able to achieve (i.e. inter-communal joint ventures) and the monetary value

CyprusInno is able to create through inter-communal business partnerships. CyprusInno has witnessed a

handful of success stories from Greek- and Turkish-Cypriots who met at the mixer events for the first time

and collaborated on their businesses or on a new business shortly thereafter.

3. Social Success – CyprusInno’s social success metrics are measured by cross-border interactions. The

initiatives described as part of the CyprusInno model have led to first-time meetings between Greek- and

Turkish- Cypriots in the spirit of entrepreneurship, as well as individuals coming to the Buffer Zone for the

first time in order to network and/or pitch their business.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

The inter-communal team is a factor of success
Local community involvement is also a key factor of success
Challenges include the sensitivities around inter-communal work and the division in Cyprus

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Address: Cyprus
Contact person : Steven Stavrou Phone: +1 516 301 8960
Email : steven@cyprusinno.com
Social media: Facebook.com/cyprusinno Instagram.com/cyprusinno Twitter.com/cyprusinno
Web site : cyprusinno.com

5. Synthesis Center for Research and Education Ltd

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)
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- Education and Training for Social Inclusion

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

SYNTHESIS Center for Research and Education Ltd is a pioneering social enterprise, which implements a variety
of
projects with the following aims and objectives:

- Social impact, particularly in the fields of entrepreneurship, employment, migrant integration

and social inclusion.

- To develop entrepreneurship expertise and other skills within disadvantaged groups such as

migrants, refugees and those with low education, so as to increase employment opportunities

- Language empowerment through learning activities

Describes ACTIVITIES

Founded in 2002 with social inclusive as it’s primary objection. Synthesis was one of the first organisations with
this typology in Cyprus - where a limited company spends its income on salaries and operating expenses and
vary rarely has profit to distribute.

SYNTHESIS implements a variety of projects with social impact as key factor. It has established and manages the
"Hub Nicosia," a social innovation hub and co-working space, which houses and provides affordable facilities to
non- governmental organizations, entrepreneurs and enterprises with a social mission.

In addition, Synthesis provides mentoring and support to children and adolescents who are at risk of early
school leaving. In parallel, they provide support to teachers and schools to develop programmes that can help
pupils acquire life and entrepreneurial skills.

Moreover, their projects provide non-formal education to youth and adults. Their work focuses on developing a
combination of knowledge, values and skills which will mobilise youth and adults to fully engage in civic,
political and economic life.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

Synthesis‘ beneficiaries are people who are at the risk of social exclusion, including NEET youth, migrants,
people with disabilities, or those with fewer opportunities.
As an accredited Vocational Education & Training provider, Synthesis focus on the development of training
programmes that can empower small enterprises and their employees as well as enhance the employment of
people who are at the margin of society.
Synthesis run a social café for migrants, refuges and asylum seekers every Sunday. The aim of which is to
provide a social outlet for these people, whilst at the same time providing a learning activity, which takes the
form of language empowerment.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

Key factors of success:
● Resilience – when Synthesis first started there was little interest in its work because it had limited

funds. Yet its perseverance and believing in its business model proved to be a success
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● Syntheis provides a good example of what a real social enterprise is

Challenges:
● Funding and internal resources

● Often excluded from projects becausee of legal status – not and NGO

● Unfairness in competion

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Synthesis Center for Research & Education
Address: Tagmatarchi Pouliou 33, Agios Andreas, Nicosia 1101, cyprus Contact person : George Isaias
Phone: +357 22252315
Email : info@synthesis-center.com
Social media: https://www.facebook.com/synthesis.cyprus/ Twitter:
Web site : https://www.synthesis-center.org/
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Good Practice collection from Nerve Centre (United Kingdom)

1. The Bastion Festival, Derry/Londonderry

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

The Festival was based within the City Walls of Derry/Londonderry with a number of venues within the City

Walls - including Events taking place upon the very Walls of the City itself.

The Festival name itrself came from the Bastion area of the City Walls.

The Theme was to celebrate the heritage of the City and to engage in a number of linked themed events within

venues of significance within and upon the City Walls.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

The aims of the Event were to engage young people (16-25) in Museums and areas of cultural heritage within

the City using a variety of Digital technologies.

The objectives were to increase footfall generally in the cultural heritage sector within the City, but, importantly

to increase engagement by a demographic group which had been identified as significantly under-represented

in cultural heritage audits up to that point.

The 16 -25 year old bracket was identified as the most under represented in terms of engagement and

participantion in the museum sector locally.

It was intended to use this series of Events in the Bastion Festival to set a precedent for these type of events

being held in more traditional settings.

It was anticipated that with a slight reframing of their approach that the Cultural Heritage sector within the City

could both inspire and engage a broader section of the community in what their cultural heritage sites had to

offer.

Describes ACTIVITIES
From the outset the intention was to recruit young people from the very demographioc being targetted for the

project. The intention was for the young peiple themselves to come up with ideas that could filter into the

programme of events, to create events of a nature that would be attractive to the identified demographic.

The type of activities that were ultimately scheduled included a Pop up Bar with DJ performances in The Tower

Museum, a Young Peoples Art Exhibition, a Retro Gaming Arcade in Derry’s Guild Hall, a Pop up Cinema, a pop

up Escape Room themed on the Spanish Arnada, A Graffiti Workship in Guild Hall Square and various Secret

Gigs performed at various points along the City’s historic Walls. The latter were secret gigs limited to just five

attendees and to performances of just three minutes, held in tiny marquee tents placed around the Walls –
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with Golden Tickets being given to young people in the Street inviting them to attend the gigs. There was also a

Live Podcast by a local comedian.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

The Young people engaged in the planning of the project over six weeks became known as “Team Bastion” and

got fully engaged in the promotion of cultural heritage amongst local youth. They engaged with the various

venues and performers in order to set up bookings.

They engaged with The Fab Lab in Derry in order to design and make branded materials including Festival T

Shirts, Bags and fabricating items for use in the Escape Room. They, as a team, became a very productive unit.

The participants were drawn from across the Community from both sides of the Community in the City.

The Cultural value of the project was the celebration of local heritage sites and the raising of the profile of

Cultural heritage within the City amongst an under- represented demographic within the City - who provided

universally positive feedback in relation to their participation in the various events

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

The main challenge at the outset with this event was the fact that all of the participants in the project were

novices. They had to quickly build teams and skills to ensure that a comprehensive program of events was

selected and the planning of such was managed carefully to meet strict deadlines.

The ambition of the the project was to utilise a range of venues across the city which did increase the

complexity for the young people planning those activiities in terms of communication and coordination - both

prior to and on the day of the Events.

One of the challenges was that the participants were having to satisfy critreria for the purposes of gaining

accreditation, offically, in terms of their project management and event coordination. That was a seperate bar

for success that had to be reached, quite apart from the success of the events themselves. This required

dilligence in respect of their record and evidence keeping by the young people planning the events.

Coordinating the number of events that were due to be happening, concurently, on the day was a challenge,

which had to be met with planning and purposeful coordination of the Bastion team. Successes were certainly

imeasured n the numbers of Festival attendees involved on the day - with around 1000 participants on the day

across the various activities.

There was very positive coverage given to the project in local media and on social media and there was tangible

positivity around the event left as a legacy, that organisers hope will allow them to return with a similar event

next year to build upon the succcess of this project

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Joe Carlin
Address : Nerve Centre Contact person : Joe Carlin Phone : 44 2871 260562
Email : j.carlin@nervecentre.org
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Social media: https://reimagineremakereplay.org/blog/new-derry-youth-festival-
to-celebrate-the-citys-heritage/
https://reimagineremakereplay.org/blog/bastion-banter-young-people-take-over- derrys-built-heritage/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ReimagineRemake https://facebook.com/ReimagineRemakeReplay
https://instagram.com/ReimagineRemakeReplay
With an Instagram Account you can access the link below for the Instagram highlights:
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18018921487231903/
Web site : https://reimagineremakereplay

2. Fabsocial

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Access to Digital Fabrication/ Distributed Manufacturing for Community Benefit

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

FabSocial Shantallow aims to be a driver of new ideas and to encourage the local our community to develop

creative solutions to meet its needs & exploit opportunities by promoting digital / manufacturing skills,

entrepreneurship & social enterprise.

Describes ACTIVITIES

FabSocial is a key community resource - offering a wide variety of Digital Fabrication equipment (3D printers,

laser-cutters, vinyl cutters and a Shopbot for manufacturing furniture) to residents who wish to bring their ideas

to life, embrace new technologies, knowledge share, develop skills (including employable skills), network -

building on the concept of lifelong learning and skills / career enhancement through taster sessions, training

and accredited courses.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

FabSocial has a wide community remit operating the following programme strands.
- Weekly drop in facility where individuals (home inventors, mi-cro entrepreneurs, home

improvers, artists, students and jobseek-ers) and groups from the local community have free
access to Digital Fabrication technology for personal use or to support local businesses.

- Training Programmes - teaching new techniques in product design, fabrication & development
using 3D Printers, vinyl cutters etc…

- Collaborative Community Projects with local partners utiise Digital Fabrication technology - for
example, working with the Leafair Men’s Shed, the TEAMWORKs initiative in Shantallow, RCD’s
4 Rs [Recycling] project based in the Pennyburn Industrial Estate, to generate new initiatives
and tackle social needs.

- Schools Programmes - with the proximity of many local schools (17 in Gtr Shantallow alone),

- Business / Social Enterprise - supporting existing businesses and creating new social enterprises
in the Outer North. The emerging area of Distributed Manufacturing offers a key economic
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opportunity that the project partners are keen to exploit.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

As the only community facility of it’s kind in Derry with Digital Fabrication technologies, Fabsocial services a

wide variety of user-groups. Shantallow is the largest housing estate in Derry so there is a high demand on

Fabsocial’s facilities. Exploiting the commercial opportunities that Distributed Manufacturing presents is the key

challenge of this business model.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Fabsocial
Address: Northside Shopping Centre, Shantallow, Glengallaigh Road, Derry. BT48 8NN
Contact person : Rachel Duffy Phone: 0044 28 71 368173
Email : rachel@playtrail.com
Web site :www.shantallow.net/fabsocial-skeoge

3. Hive Studio

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

Digital Engagement / Creative Industries

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

Hive aim to increase the level of digital inclusion in the community and encourage anyone with an interest in

creative digital technology to come along and participate in digital skills training sessions. Hive support new

businesses, encourage social enterprise and entrepreneurship within the community areas.

Hive provide free IT advice and guidance on a range of technical and digital issues – whether it’s IT beginners

having issues with email, Skype, online purchasing, virus issues, internet security, mobile phone / laptop /

general device issues, wifi connectivity problems, etc.

Hive are also keen to support local indigenous businesses with their digital workflow, design/marketing

requirements or online systems.

Describes ACTIVITIES

Hive provide a range of commercial and subsidised digital services to the community and local businesses in

Derry. Hive offer the following services:
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• Smart Home Assistive Technology

• Graphic Design

• Web/App Design

• Publishing/EPublishing (Content Creation, proof reading, editing, typesetting, cover design, distribution etc)

• Print Management (Any print work required: Flyers, brochures, bannerstands, maps, large format, books,

adverts etc)

• Film/Video Production

• Drone Photography/Video

• Digital Scanning/Archiving/Treatment & OCR

• Advertising/Marketing/Social Media Marketing

• Digital Engagement (Youth projects / Music programmes / Re-imaging / Creative Industries / STEM / Gaming

/ Video Projects)

• Visual Art & Exhibition Design (Speciailising in community heritage projects / info-panels)

• Access to our Extensive Image Archive

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT
Hive is an invaluable community resource which has already had a significant impact on the lives of many

people in an area of high unemployment. Located in the Rath Mor Shopping Centre in the heart of the Creggan

estate, one of the largest working class housing estates in Derry, Hive Studio’s facilities are used by a wide range

of groups within the community, including disaffected young people who are not attracted to traditional youth

services. Hive is developing the capacities and digital skills of young people on the Creggan estate and enabling

access to state-of-the-art technologies that are not available anywhere else beyond Derry city centre.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
The staff of the Hive are IT experts and digital professionals with a broad range of industry skills and this has

been a key factor in the success of the social enterprise. The broad range of facilities and technologies at the

Hive are also in great demand by the local community. Meeting this demand is often the Hive’s greatest

challenge.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Hive Studio
Address: Rath Mor Centre, Bligh’s Lane, Creggan, Derry. BT48 OLZ
Contact person : Kevin Hippsley
Phone: 0044 28 71 277487
Email : info@hivestudio.org
Web site : www.hivestudio.org

4. Liberty Consortium
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FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

Liberty Consortium is a social enterprise which supports young people with Special Educational Needs to

develop training and experiential opportunities that improve their employability, self-confidence and social

integration. Liberty also operates a playpark on a shared site with a special school that brings mainstream and

special needs young people and families together in shared play and social experiences to support integration

and understanding across all ability levels.

Describes ACTIVITIES
Liberty Consortium initially established to develop and operate a shared playpark on the site of a Special School

in Derry, N.

Ireland. The Playtrail creates a safe space for young people in an urban environment to interact with each other

and with nature in an eco environment which includes allotment units, a mini urban farm and a range of safe

and sensory play equipment.

Over the last decade Liberty has expanded to offer a covered outdoor auditorium for youth and community

cultural events, an eco base educational centre for horticulture and environmental learning, a digital farm

project, a social enterprise cafe and a substantial training offer for young people with disabilities to develop

social and employability outcomes.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

Liberty has become one of NI’s most established and respected social enterprises and has grown year on year

since its establishment. Liberty has supported several thousand young people with disabilities to develop skills

and accreditations and hosted tens of thousands of people at the Playtrail and its events.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

Liberty has benefited from very dynamic leadership and a high level of integration with public policy in N.

Ireland. The project enjoys a very strong reputation and is seen as a very positive addition to the local

community.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact : Address: Contact person : Phone:

Email : Social media: Twitter:

Web site : http://libertyconsortium.org.uk/
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5. National Museums NI Reimagine Remake Replay: Making Waves

Event

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

The purpose of the event was to celebrate a Touring Museum Exhibition which was being hosted by the Ulster

Museum, the National Museum of Northern Ireland. The touring exhibition focussed upon a celebrration of the

medium of Music Album Art. The event itself was intended to draw new Patrons to the Museum, after normal

opening hours and to have Patrons hopefully see the Museeum in a wholly different light.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
The Event was planned entirely by Participants within the greater Reimagine Remake Replay project conducted

within NMNI.

The Event was to be devised, planned and managed by the young people themselves. The objective was to

provide both the succesful outcome of the Event itself but also to provide greater Engagement by the Public

with the Museum.

It also had the objectve of having the participants upskill themselves in Event Management. There were 15

participants each of them in the 16-25 age group. The event that they planned had an objective of drawing in

more patrons to the Museum:

- Earlier events run by the Museum staff hemselves had drawn two groups of 20 and 200 people respectively,

on prevous occaisions.

- The Young people were tasked with trying to improve the profie of this type of late night event at the

Museum.

Describes ACTIVITIES
The participants were split into teams.

One team looked at graphic design and advertising.

One team looked at Marketing - whoidealt with PR, Radio appearances and traditional News Media.

The Production team dealt with third party organisations such as Bar staff, Musicians and Security. They

reached out to prfessionals in the Evnets sector to engage with them in training them, week to week, to take on

the necessary skills required to successfully run the event.

The activities on the night of the event included Collaboratiove drawing workshops, Album Art green screen

photography, Music themed virtual reality games, showcasing Interactive Musical games, an Underwater Rave

tunnel & two live performances by musicians with additional DJ sets. People were able to engage in some

creative Fabircation activities creating their own Customised Tote Bags to take away.

The young people were given free reign to be as creative as they could with teh prgram of events in ordet to

make teh evebt as atractve as possible to potential patrons.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT
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The Museum has realised, after the event, which ultimately drew 900 patrons on the night (a hugely significiant

increase on previous enhagagement levels for late night museum events) that redrawing their perameters for a

museum event can have an incredibly positive effect on engagement.

The Ulster Museum were very much taken aback by the quality of the event publicity material produced by the

young participants and have have taken upon themselves to reflect on the natutre and content of their own

event publicity going forward to learn from the lessons learned. A lot of the young people have been

emboldened by the experience.

The pride in what they were able to pull off, given the significant increase in patron engagement as a result of

their efforts was tangible. A number of them have in fact indicated a desire to to pursue carreers in event

management as a result.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
There was a lot of regulatory red tape that arose that was unexpected - that had to be dealt with on a case by

case basis.

Project coordination over the planned seven weeks was a challenge and coordinating the number of people
both involved and particpating on the night of the event. All of the Museum front of house staff were to be on
duty on the night requiring the participants to plan and engage with members of the staff of an organsiation
outside of their control.

A challenge that was hard to protect against was the numbers of attendees on the night that thankfully was not
an issue on the night as numbers exceeded expectations.

The participants in the event management process were fully engaged and motivated throughout.

They made the necessary indutsry connections and took on new skills to ensure that the event planning ran
without a hitch.

On the night of the event there was full Patron engagement with the planned activities, numbers exceeeded
expetations and word of mouth feedback was hugely positive.

The Museum’s own expectations for the event had been exceed. The CEO of the Museum was thankful for that

the success.

They have on refelction acknowledged the value of a one off showcase Activity, to improve enagement, rather
than simply opening their doors, with no augmented program, hoping that people will come.

They are now planning to hold similar events on a momthoy basis going forward in order to maintain the levels
of engagement enjoyed.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Contact :Emma McAleer
Address: NMNI, Ulster Museum, Stranmills Road, Belfast Contact person : Emma McAleer
Phone: +44 2890 428 428
Email : emma.mcaleer@nmni.com
Social media: Facebook.com/reimagineremakereplay Twitter: twitter.com/reimagineremake
Web site : www.reimagineremakereplay.org Insta: Instagram.com/reimagineremakereplay

.
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Good Practice collection from Youth Centre from Epirus (Greece)

1. EcoMuseum Zagori

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Environment and cultural heritage protection

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT
EcoMuseum Zagori was founded with an aim to manage the protection and exploitation of the natural and
cultural heritage of the Zagori area in Epirus region of Greece to the benefit of local development. The central
principle it is based on is that an area’s monuments should remain in situ as a living testament to a specific era.
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Its statutory objectives are: the cultural, social, demographic and economic development of the area and the
protection and promotion of its natural environment.

Describes ACTIVITIES
Visitors of the EcoMuseum Zagori learn about various aspects of social life, production processes and the socio-
economic and natural history of the region. At the same time, they are given the opportunity to interpret the
spiritual, social and economic evolution of the local population which is directly connected to the natural
environment and its effect on the definition of its identity. Their main activities of the EcoMuseum Zagori are:

*Development of hiking trail network in Zagori area

*Protection of sacred forests

*Promotion of geotourism through organizing public seminars and organizing geotrails

*Certification of their team members as Interpretive Guides

*Development of their team members’ technical capabilities focusing on the role of new technologies and the
organization of programs for the preservation of immaterial heritage. Their interdisciplinary scientific team’s
study is focused on the dry-stone technique.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

Its visitors learn about various aspects of social life, production processes and the socio-economic and natural
history of the region. It is therefore “open” and “alive” encouraging interaction with visitors. Meanwhile, it
interprets the spiritual,

social and economic evolution of the local population which is directly connected to the natural environment
and its effect on the definition of its identity. The museum’s scope extends to include all local goods and the
local community.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
EcoMuseum is based on the synergies of state-run and local organizations, the inhabitants of Zagori and its
visitors. This organizational model creates awareness and activates the entire community, promoting issues
such as the safeguarding of the area’s cultural heritage and the protection of the environment. At the moment
EcoMuseum Zagori is one of the

best known eco-museums in Greece.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Georgia Kanellopoulou Τ. (+30) 6951 161409
Panagiota Koutsoukou Τ. (+30) 6977 391498
email: ecomuseumzagori@gmail.com www.ecomuseumzagori.gr

2. Brace

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Development of social and emotional intelligence of individuals
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

Main purpose of BRACE is the development of training programs focused on people and the challenge of social
change. The organization supports and inspires teachers and caregivers of all children, whether they belong to a
special, vulnerable group or not. Through a caregiver, multiple benefits are achieved, as its impact of
intervention is spread among the large number of people in need.
Furthermore, BRACE supports and empowers each child individually, in order to give them the means to avoid

being trapped in poverty and being socially excluded.

Describes ACTIVITIES
Brace transforms one family at a time in Greece by offering caregivers (Parents, Psychologists, Social Workers,
Teachers, Nurses) the necessary mentoring, training, coaching and overall support and skills to deal with
individuals in “crisis” and post trauma. The main programs they offer:
- BRACE offers 25 different Marte Mateo courses and several training programs which aim to restore

natural development and dialogue.
- In Aflatoun’s programs children learn about themselves, child rights, saving, basic financial concepts, and

enterprise. At the moment, BRACE offers 3 Aflatoun programs.
- Nourishing the Child’s Brain - this program gives parents of children the knowledge of the function and

configuration of the brain and helps parents understand their child’s needs.
- Nourishing the Teenager’s Μind- this program aims to achieve conditions of cooperation and joint

problem solving by teaching teens how to create close and lasting relationships, how to approach issues
of sex and drugs.

Parents school “Stand by me” gives emphasis on parents’ education in order to develop a secure link between

them and their child.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

Brace transforms one family at a time in Greece by offering caregivers (Parents, Psychologists, Social Workers,
Teachers, Nurses) the necessary mentoring, training, coaching and overall support and skills to deal with
individuals in “crisis” and post trauma. The main programs they offer:
- BRACE offers 25 different Marte Mateo courses and several training programs which aim to restore

natural development and dialogue.
- In Aflatoun’s programs children learn about themselves, child rights, saving, basic financial concepts, and

enterprise. At the moment, BRACE offers 3 Aflatoun programs.
- Nourishing the Child’s Brain - this program gives parents of children the knowledge of the function and

configuration of the brain and helps parents understand their child’s needs.
- Nourishing the Teenager’s Μind- this program aims to achieve conditions of cooperation and joint

problem solving by teaching teens how to create close and lasting relationships, how to approach issues
of sex and drugs.

Parents school “Stand by me” gives emphasis on parents’ education in order to develop a secure link between

them and their child.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)

Brace is an innovative social enterprise in Greece which offers education that hasn’t been provided in Greece
before, at least not in that amount and not with addressing various types of care givers. Being a member of
world known NGO
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Aflatoun that specializes in their field, is a great achievement that brings innovative programs to Greece.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Tel +30 210 61 40109
Email: info@brace.org.gr
Social media: https://www.facebook.com/brace.sce https://twitter.com/bracesce
Web site: http://www.brace.org.gr/?lang=en

3. Myrtillo Cafe

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Cafe, inclusion of disadvantaged people, art.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

Main aim of Myrtillo Cafe is to promote integration of disabled and underprivileged people in society and the
objectives are:
- To support the disadvantaged, with giving a possibility of a dynamic entrance into the world and in real,
productive work
- To offer an alternative to ‘special’ educational institutions with offering some particular abilities for individuals
- To encourage the most privileged to work together with the under-privileged
- To increase social awareness on how to treat individuals with special needs
- To provide opportunities to artists to change the cultural profile of urban area

Describes ACTIVITIES

The Myrtillo Cafe offers a training course for underprivileged people to be prepared for an entrance into labor
market. The training includes:
- Music therapy, group psychotherapy, individual counselling, speech and thought management, creative
thinking and literature, drama therapy and practical arithmetic
- Practical training in food preparation, table and counter service and also practice in commercial venues chosen
by the trainees.
The training programme is rested on three main principles: experiencing and understanding; assuming

responsibilities and taking initiatives; working together and developing creativity. For these reasons a large part

of the everyday management of the Myrtillo Café Enterprise has been delegated to those who work there so

that it can gradually become a self-sufficient and self-managed social enterprise.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

The main beneficiaries are the salaried staff who are vulnerable or not formerly employed people; the people
with learning difficulties who are undergoing training and entering the labour market; the volunteers, both
because they have much to learn from their disabled fellows and also because in life you receive what you
give; the artists and therapists who work with Myrtillo; the local and wider community which experiences and
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participates in a dynamic way of engaging individual with special needs in work, social life, education, art and
cultural events.
Myrtillo Cafe has received the social Business Excellence Award- Social Enterprise of the Year 2014.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES (including challenge of the business model)

Large part of the everyday management of the Myrtillo Café Enterprise has been delegated to those who work
there so it is becoming a self-sufficient and self-managed social enterprise. Fr Greece, this is an innovative
approach for inclusion of underprivileged people in our society.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Phone number: +30 21 1012 3176
E-mail: myrtillocafe@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/Myrtillo/timeline http://www.myrtillocafe.gr/

4. Kalloni - Kellia

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Sustainable development and protection of environment.

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

The main purposes of this social enterprise are the pursuit of collective benefit and serve the social interests in
terms of sustainable development. In particular, the objectives of Kalloni-Kellia social enterprise is to produce
products and services for the satisfaction of collective needs (culture, environment, ecology, education, public
utility, development of local products, maintaining traditional activities and occupations etc. ) that promote
local and collective interest, employment, strengthen social cohesion and local/ regional development.

Describes ACTIVITIES

Their main activities include:
- Recycling waste (paper, plastic, glass, aluminum, etc.)

- Management of biomass for production of compost and cooking oil to produce biodiesel

- Setting up power plants in different forms like wind energy- geothermal energy – solar energy, etc

- Promotion of local products and goods, standardized cooperative products (fresh fruits, vegetables, etc.)

- Organization of awareness-raising for the local community on the above topics

- Organization of training programs on the above mentioned issues

- Participation in cooperative networks with counterparts in Greece and Europe to organize actions
Cooperation with universities and research institutions in order to organize research programs and to promote

innovative solutions.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT
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Kalloni- Kellia has recycled 15.5 tons of paper, 28 tons of glass, 180 kilos of aluminum, 11 tons of plastic bags,
17.5 tons of plastic bottles, 50 tons of used olive oil. They have contributed to regional energy saving,
reduction of CO2 and promotion of education.
Their social business was recognized as the most innovative Social Business in the country, winning the
Innovation Award.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES ( including challenge of the business model)
The key to their success is their love for the environment, their island (Tinos) and its citizens. They have a
variety of issues that concerns them and their activities are well organized. Innovation is the basic
characteristic of their business and despite their little awareness about environmental issues at the beginning
of setting up their social enterprise, they succeeded, earned recognition and awards.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Phone number: +30 694 4638581
Email: koinsepkalloni@gmail.com
Social media: https://www.facebook.com/Koinsep-Kalloni-Kellia-Tinos-489744441147598/
Web site: http://kalloni-tinos.gr/

5. Wise Greece

FIELD THEME ( eg : Environemental issues / handicap / Food / NTIC/ sustainable consumption/ urban
development/ Cultural heritage…)

- Food and support for underprivileged

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL BUSINESS / SOCIAL ENTREPRISE / CULTURAL EVENT

Main aim of Wise Greece is to globally increase consumers’ awareness and responsibility and to support
underprivileged people.
Their objectives are to make consumers around the world to embrace top quality food products, to follow and

integrate the healthy Mediterranean diet in their daily lives and to cover the basic food needs of charitable

institutions and non-profit organizations which support homeless, children and the elderly.

Describes ACTIVITIES

Wise Greece has a double mission: they select the best Greek products and place them in various points of sale
in Greece and abroad. Through a set of concerted efforts, Wise Greece promotes the products and the benefits
of Mediterranean diet, in order to raise awareness and warm support from responsive consumers all around
the world.
Greek producers donate a percentage of their sales to Wise Greece, in order to cover the basic food needs of
Charitable Institutions and Non-Profit Organizations which support homeless, children and the elderly.

CULTURAL VALUE IMPACT

Wise Greece has received an Award for Sustainable Enterprise and Development, based on social responsibility,
in the “Startup Greece Awards 2016” contest. In another contest organized in 2015 by the Citizens’ Movement
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and the Greek Guiding Association, “Wise Greece” was awarded with the “Models of Excellence 2015″, for
meeting social needs in an innovative way while serving the general interest and common good for the benefit
of the community.

ACTORS OF SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES (including challenge of the business model)

Their team most likely is the key factor for their success – they are supplemented by specialists in various key
fields of expertise in order to achieve their objectives (Food Specialists, Chefs, Quality Maintenance, Marketing,
Sales, etc.).
Another key factor for success is the fact they have placed their products not only in Greece but also in the UK,

Germany, Poland, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Sweden, New York and as well as online.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION (web site / social media …)

Phone number (+30) 213 027 6559
E-mail: info@wisegreece.com http://www.en.wisegreece.com/ https://www.facebook.com/WiseGreece
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CONCLUSIONS

As you can see, social or cultural entrepreneurship and social economy is a multidimensional movement, having
different realities depending on its place of action, but also depending the problem it attempts to solve. Still it
uses the economy and has many similarities in the steps to go through as a general business. Still remember
and be strong about your social impact – this will help you to go through challenges and create sustainable
development.

The diversity of the movement of social business is a strength, because it allows conditions for innovation and
create answers at different problems.

« To overcome poverty and the flaws of the economic crisis in our society, we need to envision our social life.
We have to free our mind, imagine what has never happened before and write social fiction. We need to
imagine things to make them happen. If you don’t imagine, it will never happen. » Muhammad Yunus

We hope this guide will help you through the first steps and encourage you to become a changemaker; it is time
to make things happen!
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